ABSTRACT

We investigated how online news consumers select content in an explicitly social information seeking scenario. Participants (n=30) were asked to browse an online news website and select three items as part of a social task scenario. This paper focuses on participants’ evaluation of the content they selected based on their interest, intellectual curiosity, and likelihood to share ratings, and their motivations for choosing each item as articulated in a post-task interview. We drew upon Uses and Gratifications Theory (UGT), which categorizes motivations to interact with media as surveillance, social utility, personal identity, entertainment, and habit, to ground our structured content analysis of the interviews. Findings indicate that surveillance and social utility motivations dominated participants’ news selections, and that when seeking information to share with others, personal interest and curiosity play an important role in selection, but that a wide range of socio-situational factors and goals also come into play. Participants articulated nuanced considerations of how information could be used to forge connections with others, establish a positive social environment, and make an impression on others. Information seeking as a means of satisfying human social needs is an area ripe for exploration in information behaviour research.
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INTRODUCTION

In today’s society, the ways we interact socially are evolving. Through ubiquitous technologies such as mobile devices and social media, we are constantly connected to other people – both those we know on a personal level and those we know only virtually. This enhanced connectivity increases our awareness of other people – their likes, interests, and activities – and boosts our ability to instantly share and receive information from others. In such environments, information seeking and sharing serve social as well as informational purposes.

Studies of online information behaviour are typically individualistic in nature, focusing on the solitary seeker interacting with an information system to serve his or her epistemic goals (for example, Bates’s (1989) Berrypicking Model or Marchionini’s (1995) Information Seeking Process Model). However, information seeking and use is often socially situated. The social dimension may be explicit, as in collaborative searching, when one or more people search together for a common purpose, or it may be implicit, arising from social and cultural norms. Many models of information seeking (see for instance, Ingwersen & Jarvelin (2005)) do acknowledge its socio-cultural context, but few consider social needs, such as relationship building, as a motivation for information seeking. According to Case (2012, p. 89), this can be traced back to a distinction between human “information needs,” which are considered to be
within the scope of information behaviour research, and human social and affective needs, which are considered to be peripheral. As a result, most information seeking research has focused on information needs prompted by cognitive and pragmatic motivations such as problem-solving, uncertainty, or task-completion. There are some exceptions, notably Wilson (1997) who recognizes that “affective needs” (p. 553) including stress, diversion, or personal identity may motivate information seeking, and Rice, McCreadie & Chang (2001), who characterize information seeking as a “complex set of activities—ongoing, conscious as well as unconscious, intentional as well as serendipitous, and social as well as political and cognitive” (p. 2). Dervin and Reinhard (2006) note that distinctions made by researchers between information needs and other human needs are artificial and have been eroding over time, as can be seen in the recent focus on affect, engagement, leisure, and entertainment in information behaviour research (see for example, Nahl, 2009; Elsweiler, Wilson & Lund, 2011; O’Brien & Toms, 2008).

In contrast, media researchers have long recognized the wide range of needs that motivate news consumption (Picone, 2007), including the social need to keep up to date on current events or acquire knowledge of the world (Marshall, 2007) for the purposes of interacting with others. This perspective is instantiated in Uses and Gratifications Theory (UGT), which has been used in media studies for decades (Katz, Blumler & Gurevitch, 1973-74; Ruggiero, 2000), and more recently has been applied to studies of social media and Internet use (Niemelä et al., 2012; Bondad-Brown, Rice & Pearce, 2012). The rise of social media has brought the social dimension of information behaviour to the fore, with studies of online news expanding to include social media sites (Lee & Ma, 2011, 2012) and blogs (Hsu & Lin, 2008). Online news sites now include features such as “most recommended” or “most viewed” news stories, top headlines, and threaded conversations associated with news articles where readers express opinions and interact. Thus, online news systems offer an optimal environment in which to explore social influences on information seeking and browsing.

In this paper, we report on a study designed to simulate an information seeking situation with a social purpose, in order to understand how the social dimension influences information seeking and selection. Uses and Gratifications Theory (UGT) is employed to guide our analysis of participants’ motivations to select online news. Recognizing that conceptions of news and news production have undergone a dramatic shift in recent decades, we define news here in relatively simple terms as information and stories relating to recent events or issues that are reported by journalists via the mass media. For purposes of this study, this is operationalized as stories and reports found on the website of the national news broadcasting agency (CBC.ca/news), which offers a wide range of hard and soft news content written primarily by professional journalists.

USES AND GRATIFICATIONS THEORY
Users’ attitudes toward news play an important role in its adoption in daily life (Pew Research Center, 2008). Consequently, much research has been invested in understanding why people consume news. Recent studies have concluded that people turn to news media to escape, become informed about society, stay abreast of current events (Marshall, 2007), or maintain a daily routine (Diddi & LaRose, 2006; Mitchellstein & Boczkowski, 2010). Much of this work has been grounded in Uses and Gratifications Theory (UGT) and has been applied to both traditional (e.g., print newspapers, broadcast news) and new (e.g., social networking applications) media (Ruggiero, 2000). UGT assumes an active and purposeful news audience that uses mass media to fulfill psychological and social needs (Case, 2012; Katz, Blumler & Gurevitch, 1973-74; LaRose & Eastin, 2004; Ruggiero, 2000).

UGT has been criticized for inconsistency in definitions and applications (Ruggiero, 2000; Case, 2002). We identified five main motivations emerging from the UGT literature: entertainment, habit, personal identity, social utility and information or surveillance (LaRose & Eastin, 2006; Ruggiero, 2000). Table 1
lists these five motivations and how they have been articulated in previous work, illustrating the definitional challenges. For example, being motivated by social utility may mean that an individual is seeking status, common ground for conversation, or a sense of belonging. Thus, while the five categories serve to distinguish motivations at a high level, the sub-motivations identify important sources of variation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Motivation</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Entertainment</td>
<td>Escaping or finding a diversion from problems; relaxation (Lin, 1999); amusement or fun (Lin et al., 2005); aesthetic or cultural enjoyment; passing time (Lin, 1999); emotional release; arousal; leisure (Chua et al., 2012; Flavian &amp; Gurrea, 2009)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Habit</td>
<td>The systematic reading of news or accessing news at specific times of day or through preferred news media (Diddi &amp; LaRose, 2006; LaRose &amp; Eastin, 2006; Flavian &amp; Gurrea, 2009).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal identity</td>
<td>Gaining insight into oneself; finding models of behaviour or reinforcement for personal attitudes, beliefs, and values; identifying with valued others in the media (Ruggiero, 2000).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social utility</td>
<td>Social empathy or insight into the circumstances of others; identifying with other people (sense of belonging); common ground for conversation and social interaction (Lee &amp; Ma, 2012); companionship (Lin, 1999; Bondad-Brown, Rice &amp; Pearce, 2012); help in carrying out social roles; connecting with family, friends and society/relationship maintenance (Chua et al., 2012); self promotion, status seeking (Chua et al., 2012).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surveillance</td>
<td>Learning about relevant conditions and events in society, world, and immediate context (Flavian &amp; Gurrea, 2009); personal relevance, i.e., satisfying curiosity and general interest; self-education (Ruggiero, 2000); acquiring sense of security through knowledge; seeking specific information, i.e., opinions or advice for the purpose of making decisions, advice (Lee &amp; Ma, 2012; Flavian &amp; Gurrea, 2009); learning about others; learn about new things (Bondad-Brown et al., 2012).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Types of motivations in Uses and Gratification Theory

UGT has been used to explore the uptake of traditional media, to compare use of traditional and new media (Lin et al., 2005), or to examine use of new media (Diddi & LaRose, 2006; Flavián & Gurrea, 2009; Ruggiero, 2000). For example, Flavián and Gurrea (2009) used UGT to identify attitudes and motivations related to use of digital newspapers in contrast to use of print newspapers. Some recent studies have applied UGT in digital environments that are more explicitly leisure-based, such as computer-mediated communication (CMC) (Ku et al., 2012), mobile information sharing (Chua et al., 2012) and online video use (Bondad-Brown, Rice & Pearce, 2012). Collectively, these studies identified a variety of motivations for using these technologies, ranging from information seeking to entertainment to social interaction. Ku et al. (2012) concluded that gratifications were a factor in selecting a CMC, while Chua et al. (2012) distinguished motivations for sharing content (i.e., entertainment) from those for retrieving content (i.e., information need and quality). These studies not only highlight the
application of UGT to new media, but also the shifting nature of the media user (i.e., consuming as well as producing media), and the social aspects of media uses and gratifications.

Social Dimension of Media Selection and Use
One of the five established motivations within the UGT paradigm is social utility, which comprises multiple sub-motivations. Collectively, news media provide insight into the lives and situations of others, create a sense of “sameness” or belonging, allow people to establish common ground through information sharing, provide knowledge and tools needed to fulfill social roles and maintain relationships, and are used for status seeking and self-promotion (Chua et al., 2012; Lee & Ma, 2012; Lin, 1999).

Online media sites and applications now commonly provide tools for readers to interact with, share and recommend items to others both inside and outside their social circles (Lee et al. 2011). PEW data indicates that 71% of internet users receive news stories forwarded from friends and colleagues and almost 50% pass on such news themselves (Purcell et al., 2010). Thus, online news performs a “social act” (Picone, 2007, p. 98), both by providing social filters and cues to guide content selection and an environment in which social needs can be gratified. Several components of social utility have been examined with respect to new media: acquiring knowledge to share with other people in social interactions and sharing amusing or interesting items (Leino et al., 2011), and fostering empathy and connections with others (Lee & Ma, 2012). Respondents in one study explained that sharing news with others permitted “sharing an emotion” or “giving a good feeling” (p. 177) and the study found a reciprocal effect: those who made more recommendations also received more (Leino et al., 2011).

Drawing from both UGT and Social Cognitive Theory (SCT), Lee and Ma (2011) found that the intent to share news content was predicted by prior social media sharing experience, the ability to socialize, and the informativeness of the content. In a factor analysis and regression analysis of the same survey data, Lee et al. (2011) report that entertainment was not a significant predictor of sharing intentions, in contrast to some prior work (Diddi & LaRose, 2006). Informativeness was the strongest predictor of news sharing intention, followed by socializing and status seeking.

Status seeking, (i.e., self-gratification or self-promotion), is another aspect of social utility. Hsu and Lin (2008) contend that self-gratification is rooted in the desire for an extrinsic reward or social connectivity with others, while altruism is based on the intrinsic desire to improve the wellbeing of another. Chua et al. (2012) found that survey respondents who identified self-gratification as a motivation for content contribution to the MobiTOP application were unlikely to use it for information retrieval purposes. However, Lee and Ma (2012) found that information seeking and status seeking were both related to users’ intention to share news, along with the need to socialize and previous experience in sharing social media. Hsu and Lin (2008) concluded that bloggers were an altruistic group motivated by the desire to provide information to others, yet their attitudes were also affected by reputation. It seems that self-gratification and altruism are intertwined, and that the expression of this motivation may be dependent upon media type at a broad level, i.e., blogs versus news portals.

In summary, studies that utilize UGT demonstrate the complex nature of human motivations in the context of traditional (e.g., broadcast television, newspapers) and new (social networking applications, Internet) media. UGT takes into account the instrumental and hedonic aspects of why people select and consume news as well as circumstances that promote sharing. Central to these studies is the interaction between motivations and different activities; for instance, the motivation to retrieve information (i.e., to be informed) is different from the desire to share or recommend news to others (i.e., self-promotion or altruism). Such relationships between motivations and behaviours can be observed across different
media, as well as within the same media. A significant conclusion reached by Baek et al. (2011), for instance, was that motivations differed between general Facebook use and link sharing via Facebook.

Regardless of whether people are consuming information individually or within a social network, it is short-sighted to disregard the social aspects of information seeking and use. The seeker is embedded in a particular social context and the manner in which this influences his or her motivations and behaviours is of primary interest to those who research and seek to facilitate information behaviour. UGT provides a means for exploring the relationship between motivations, information behaviour, and the social nature of information behaviour.

CURRENT STUDY

The purpose of this research is to examine what motivates the consumption of online news in an explicitly social scenario using UGT. We hypothesize that placing people in a social news sharing situation will give rise to motivations different from those of news browsing for personal use. UGT was selected because it is an established approach for conceptualizing peoples’ interactions with news (Rubin, 1986), has been used in both traditional and new media studies, and is well suited to scenarios in which information is actively sought (Niemelä et al, 2012). While the multi-dimensional concept of relevance (see, for example, Borlund, 2003) is the primary lens used to study selection decisions in information behaviour research, it offers less analytical depth than UGT with respect to social motivations for information use and its applicability to open-ended search tasks has not been demonstrated.

UGT research has been criticized for typically measuring intention to use as opposed to actual use (Ku et al., 2012). The present study involved the actual selection of news items and also asked participants how willing they would be to share the content with others. While previous research has used UGT to compare use of different media (e.g., broadcast news versus print news [Diddi & LaRose, 2006]) or different uses of the same media (e.g., retrieving versus sharing content [Lee & Ma, 2012]), we were more interested in users’ selections at the level of individual news items within a single media and their overall perceptions of those articles. Thus, we posed the following questions in this paper: When the intended use of information is explicitly social,

1. What motivates and influences online news selection? Does selecting news for personal versus social reasons determine the strategies people employ when choosing content?

2. Does a relationship exist between searchers’ personal interest and curiosity and their motivations for choosing news items? In other words, how does the social nature of information seeking relate to newsreaders’ evaluation of news content as interesting, stimulating, etc.?

3. Overall, how useful is UGT for understanding motivations in an explicitly social information seeking and use context?

Our findings demonstrate that news sharing in social situations prompts a wide array of information selection strategies and tactics and is operationalized differently on an individual level. The complexity of these motivations makes a strong argument for exploring and incorporating social motivations and situations into information behaviour research on a broader scale.

METHODS

We conducted a quasi-experiment in which people were asked to interact with an online news website and select articles that would be suitable to share in a social setting. We used a simulated work task scenario (Borlund, 2000) to frame the research task. We collected behavioural and user perception data
using transaction logging and a retrospective interview protocol. Here we elaborate on the sample, the research task and environment, quasi-experimental procedures, and data analysis methods.

Participants
30 people (M=19, 63.3%; F=11, 36.7%) participated in this study. Two-thirds of the sample was current students (n=20); 46.7% (n =14) had an undergraduate education and 33.3% (n =10) had a Masters degree. Approximately 70% of the sample was between the ages of 21 and 25 (n =11, 36.7%) and 26 and 35 (n =10, 33.3%), while the remaining participants were between 18 and 20 (n =1, 3.3%), 36 and 45 (n =3, 10%), or over 55 (n =3, 10%) years of age. All of the participants indicated that they read news daily (n =18, 60%), several times a week (n =8, 26.7%), weekly (n =3, 10%), or monthly (n =1= 3.3%). Over half of the sample (n =16, 53.3%) reported reading news both in print and online, while 46.7% (n =14) said they read only online news; no one reported that they only read print news.

Research Task and Environment
A simulated work task scenario (Borlund, 2000) was used to situate participants’ news reading experience. Instructions provided the situation, goal, and time frame (Figure 1). Participants were asked to select 3 news articles they might like to share at a party. They indicated a high likelihood to share the articles they selected (M= 5.48, SD=1.41 out of 7, Range 2 to 7).

You will be attending a social gathering this evening. It is a birthday party for a friend being held at a local restaurant. You do not know many of the guests in attendance. You thought it might facilitate meeting new people and taking part in conversations if you were up to date on some recent news. You decide to browse the CBC news website to see if there are any interesting items. You only have about 20 minutes before you have to start getting ready for the party. You decide that looking at 1 article might not give enough variety of information since you do not know the interests and backgrounds of the other guests. In the end, you determine that 3 articles would give you enough things to bring up in conversation.

Figure 1: Simulated work task scenario description

The website selected for the study was the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation (CBC) news website (http://www.cbc.ca/news). The research was not affiliated with this news provider; it was chosen because it represents a typical online news website. In addition to reporting local, national, and international news, weather, sports, etc., it includes multimedia and interactive features. Some of these features are social in nature, allowing readers to comment on or recommend articles and to see the most recommended stories from other readers. Newsreaders access articles through the homepage, which lists news by geographical and topical categories as well as listing the top headlines of the day.

Procedure
The quasi-experimental study was situated in a university setting; volunteers were recruited through email listservs and fliers posted around the campus and sessions were scheduled at their convenience over a two-month period in the summer of 2010. The sessions consisted of an information interaction task, completion of user perception questionnaires, and an interview. Morae screen capture software recorded user-system interactions and interviews were audio recorded and later manually transcribed.

The quasi-experimental sessions consisted of the following procedures: 1) informed consent; 2) completion of a demographic questionnaire; 3) completion of the research task; 4) completion of a user perception questionnaire; 5) participation in a post-session interview.

1. The consent form, administered on paper, explained the purpose and procedure of the experiment.
2. The demographic questionnaire was administered on the computer and included questions about age, gender, and level of education, and also the frequency and format of reading news.

3. Participants received a printed copy of the simulated work task scenario and were asked to begin. They were given 20 minutes to complete the task to reduce variation in time between participants and to limit the effects of fatigue.

4. Once participants finished the research task, they completed a post-task questionnaire to garner their perceptions of the browsing session. Finally, a post-session interview was conducted, facilitated by the playback feature of Morae screen capture software. The researcher used Morae to review the browsing session with participants and pause when they came to an article selected for the simulated task scenario. For each article, the researcher asked the following:
   a) Can you briefly describe the article?
   b) What made you select this article?
   c) On a scale of 1 to 7, with 1 being Low and 7 being High:
      i. How would you rate your interest in this article?
      ii. How would you rate your intellectual curiosity about this article? (Prompt: Would you want to know more about this article?)
      iii. How likely would you be to share this article at tonight’s event?
   For each of these ratings, participants were asked to elaborate on their responses.
   d) Can you describe what you found i) most engaging and ii) least engaging about the news reading experience?

At the end of the session, which lasted 45-60 minutes, participants were thanked for their time and paid an honorarium.

DATA ANALYSIS
In the post-session interviews, participants articulated their reasons for selecting the three news items. We examined the motivations for 90 articles and associated ratings for interest and intellectual curiosity. We applied a directed approach to content analysis of the interviews (Hsieh & Shannon, 2005) and utilized a UGT framework to make sense of participants’ motivations for their article selections. As shown above in Table 1, we identified five broad categories of motivations from the extant literature: 1) Entertainment/diversion; 2) Habit/routine 3) Personal identity 4) Social utility/interaction; 5) Surveillance/information.

We generated codes based on the main motivational categories; in some cases, more than one motivation was evident. Two coders analyzed the data independently. The Kappa statistic was used to examine inter-rater reliability between the two coders. Overall, there was high agreement between the coders in terms of how the motivational categories were assigned. Kappa values ranged from .81 to .98 (P<0.001) for social utility/interaction, surveillance, personal identity, diversion/entertainment, and habit/routine. The two coders met to discuss the 55 passages where they did not assign the same codes and were able to resolve all but nine of their disagreements. These responses were shared with a third coder to make the final decision.

Once this initial coding process was complete, we examined the sub-motivations within the most prevalent categories: surveillance and social utility. We further coded the responses according to the
sub-motivations proposed by other UGT researchers (see column 2, Table 1). Some of these sub-motivations occurred more often in the data than others (for example, many of the motivations fit with “personal relevance,” an aspect of surveillance), while in other cases we found it difficult to categorize a passage. For example, some of the participants described selecting articles because they were “most read or viewed” according to the news website. This described an aspect of social utility in that the social media features of the news website influenced article selection; however, “popularity” was not a discrete sub-category of existing UGT motivations. We also found that numerous participants described items as being good “conversation starters,” but gave many different explanations for this. Thus, we also examined this aspect of social utility more closely to understand participants’ motivations at a more fine-grained level.

In addition to examining the motivations given for the selection of each article, we analyzed the quantitative data on perceptions of interest and intellectual curiosity using Mann-Whitney U-Tests to determine if scores varied significantly by motivation.

RESULTS
In this section, we first present our qualitative findings, grouping the results according to the main motivations. Rather than forcing a response into one motivation, multiple codes were allowed. We provide a summary of frequencies and then describe their manifestations in greater detail. Secondly, we report the results of the analysis of participants’ interest and curiosity ratings.

Motivations for Selecting News Articles

Habit
Only one participant indicated he/she selected an article out of habit. He/she described going to the section of the news website where national news articles were located because “they always have interesting issues” (P03); this suggested that the participant was familiar with and frequently read national news. Other participants may have relied upon habitual patterns when browsing the news website, but did not state this explicitly in the interviews.

Entertainment
Motivations classified as “entertainment” occurred five times, and in all but one case were also coded as social utility. Participants selected unusual news items that were “hilarious” (P05), “shocking” (P19) or “absurd” (P04), or stories about celebrities (P19) or movies (P20). Entertainment motivations that were linked with social utility motivations were framed by the need to make “light” selections. Sometimes this was done to balance previous “heavy” or “morose” selections (P20) or because it was felt that such articles were most appropriate in a social setting. For example, Participant 5 described a story about a thief hosting a garage sale at the home he had just burgled:

I wanted something entirely less serious as my third article to talk about. Because maybe, as the night wears on, you don't really want to be talking about depressing things at a party for someone's birthday. So this is a lighter piece (P05).

Personal identity
Nine motivations were coded as personal identity, some of which co-occurred with social utility (n=1) and surveillance (n=4). Personal identity motivations reflected or reinforced participants’ personal beliefs, values and attitudes. For instance, Participant 4 self-identified as a political “leftist” opposed to oil companies in describing his/her motivations to read articles about the Department of National Defense and an oil spill saying, “…anything that will cast that in a bad light I will read” (P4). Participant 13 focused on an article about funds spent on research, commenting, “maybe they should spend money on more important stuff,” and also read a story about the flooding in Pakistan. He/she talked about the
global significance of this latter item and how other people should care about this incident: “I think this should be world news that everyone should be concerned since this is really serious and millions of lives are affected. And everyone should get involved and pitch in to help” (P13).

These participants were not alone in sharing their personal beliefs and values about the articles they read, and choosing items that reflected those attitudes. Participants 11, 14, 18 and 27 also sought reinforcement in at least one of their article selections. Participant 14 described his/her academic interests in food and nutrition and looked at an article confirming people’s overconsumption of salt in their diets, and Participant 11 shared his/her view that the trend towards larger vehicles on the road was not the best choice economically or environmentally.

**Surveillance**

Over half \((n=55)\) of the motivations were related to surveillance. Within these articles, personal relevance, i.e., satisfying interest or curiosity \((n=45)\) was a dominant theme, though people also described wanting to learn about relevant conditions and events in society, the world, and the immediate context \((n=22)\), and to self-educate by locating information that would inform opinions or aid in decision making \((n=9)\).

Personal interest was the dominant theme within the category of surveillance. People referred to selecting items based on leisure pursuits, such as comic books \((P8)\), sports \((P16, P18)\), or scuba diving \((P23)\), movies \((P26)\), or musicians \((P16)\) they enjoyed. In some cases, they referred to the article as relevant to their occupation (e.g., student \([P9]\), forestry worker \([P17]\), artist \([P26]\)), people in their existing social networks \((P18)\), where they currently lived \((P22)\), and where they had lived or visited in the past \((P28)\). Two participants spoke of an interest in “research sort of stuff” \((P16)\) or described him/herself as “a sciency person” \((P24)\) to explain why they selected topics in the area of science and technology. Others stated that the news articles satisfied their general curiosity about the world. These items were described as “horrific” \((P27)\), “weird” \((P24, P29)\), unusual \((P8, P21)\), or as somehow piquing their curiosity \((P13, P22, P24, P29)\).

For some people, choosing articles that reflected their own personal interests was viewed as a means to begin conversations with others, explaining the overlap of articles in the surveillance and social utility motivation categories. Participant 26 reasoned that being more knowledgeable of a topic would help him/her “feel comfortable talking about this area.” However, this view was not universal: “Another news story that I've vaguely been following and interested in,” said Participant 15, “Figured I'd stick with my personal interests, who cares what the people at the party are interested in.”

Learning about society and current events was cited as a motivator for some participants. They spoke of wanting to “get an update” \((P10)\), “see what…the latest news was” \((P8)\), “see what’s going on” \((P11)\). One of the participants described being aware of an issue through reading blogs \((P15)\). This same individual specifically sought out another news article because it was breaking news that day: “I knew it was happening today, so it was the first news in my sights. I was, like, I need to know what happened.”

Lastly, the theme of self-education or seeking information to inform oneself or one’s decision making emerged. In some cases, this motivation was linked with social utility. For example, Participant 25 indicated he/she was disinterested in sports, but that since this topic often comes up in conversations, he/she would “broaden my knowledge base of sports.” Other selections were driven not by the task scenario, but by participants’ personal context. Participant 9 selected an article on mobile phones because “I'm thinking about getting a new phone,” while Participant 29 sought out an article about a movie after hearing a negative review on the radio: “But some of the things that [the radio host] was
saying made me want to see the movie, in spite what he was saying. And I wanted to see if there was anything in here that would change my mind.”

**Social utility**

Many of the motivations had some aspect of social utility ($n=50$), which was not surprising given the social task scenario. The majority ($n=40$) pertained to using the news articles to establish common ground with other people in the social situation. Another category that emerged as a social utility motivation was selecting articles based on the influence of others ($n=22$), whether through the placement of or emphasis on news items by the news provider, or through the popularity of the news items as depicted through the website’s social media features. We will describe these two main social utility submotivations in more detail.

Many participants referred to the articles as conversation starters or facilitators. In some of these cases, selection was based on the geographic setting of the article ($n=6$), while in others it was topical ($n=30$). Those who mentioned geography indicated that local or national news items (P3, P6) would resonate with others, or they made assumptions about subjects that would appeal (e.g., “the environment” [P29]), or would affect people they might meet in a social situation based on their place of residence (P9, P30). The topic of the news stories also seemed to factor into this category, with participants focusing on the “wide appeal” of the topic. Participant 14 considered the social situation itself: “And I thought that since I’m going to a party, food might bring us together, so a topic about food.” Other participants explained that their articles were part of an overall strategy to select a range of topics that could be used to facilitate conversation, depending on the interests of others in attendance and the flow of the conversation (P7, P10, P30). Participant 10 elaborates: “I just wanted to have a sports article in my back pocket. So in case there weren't any news savvy people, like current events people at the party, I could just pull out this NHL [National Hockey League] article to talk about.” Conversely, some people chose items they themselves were interested in as a way to connect with others during conversation (P6, P25): “Actually in choosing all three articles, I did some thinking about who would be likely to be at a birthday party that I'd be attending,” explained Participant 25, “So I tried to think of commonalities between things that interest me and would interest them.”

Participant 5 chose an article on the economy because “it affects everyone’s lives,” even though “I don't really find [the subject] all that interesting”. Several participants selected news articles based on their ability to find something in common with a wide range of people (P1, P2, P5, P9, P30). Participant 19 opted for an article on net neutrality because “It involves the web and [a] massive search engine that everyone uses so I thought it'd be something that a lot of people would be interested in.” Similarly, Participants 1 and 2 chose news items about Twitter because “somebody [at the party] has used Twitter” (P2) and it “would be relatable to more people rather than less people” (P1).

Furthermore, a substantial number of participants based the ability of an article to facilitate conversation on its “mood,” being “heavy” ($n=5$) or “light” ($n=10$). For example, some participants chose items that dealt with controversial issues, such as gun control (P10, P29) or environmental issues (P11) that would enable party-goers to “have discourse ” (P10). In other cases, selected news stories were “fluffy” (P6), “safe” (P23) or entertaining/unalusual (P4, P22). As Participant 4 remarked, “usually the absurd is a route you can go down and find common ground with anybody.”

In addition to the desire to appeal to a diverse group of people, there was an element of social influence in these responses. Participants made reference to the perceived significance or popularity of a news topic or event. For example, Participant 10 said that global warming was “a topic related to something everyone should know about currently and environmental as well, so I thought it was interesting.” With
regard to being influenced by others, several people based their selection on the comments and selections of other readers. According to Participant 3, “That one I chose because it was most viewed, most commented and a lot of people have paid attention to it, so seemed like a relevant topic.” This was also the case for Participant 20, who chose two of his/her articles on this basis. The influence of others was also described as “big topics” that others were already talking about (P24, P27). For instance, Participant 17 explained that an article “seemed like it was newsworthy” (P17). Another factor was how long or how prominent stories had been in the news: “It's been a pretty big news event for quite a long period of time, so I think it's fairly significant” (P19).

In summary, surveillance (n=55) and social utility (n=50) were the two most common motivations for article selection. Within these two broader categories, key sub-motivations included personal relevance (n=45), wanting to keep up to date about world and local events (n=22), seeking information to inform opinions or aid in decision-making (n=9), finding common ground to connect with others (n=40), and selecting articles based on the influence of others, through the website’s social recommendation system or the placement of articles on the site (n=22).

**Relationship Between Motivation, Interest, and Curiosity**

We also examined the relationship between participants’ motivations and their expressed interest and curiosity in the articles measured using a 7-point Likert scale. Table 2 presents the descriptive statistics (means and standard deviations) of interest and intellectual curiosity for articles identified as being selected for surveillance, social utility, habit, personal identity, and entertainment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Primary Motivation</th>
<th>Surveillance (n=27)</th>
<th>Social Utility (n=44)</th>
<th>Habit (n=1)</th>
<th>Personal Identity (n=9)</th>
<th>Entertainment (n=5)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Interest</td>
<td>5.73 (0.96)</td>
<td>5.42(1.16)</td>
<td>6.00(NA)</td>
<td>5.66(0.86)</td>
<td>5.20(1.30)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual Curiosity</td>
<td>4.42(1.44)</td>
<td>4.75(1.55)</td>
<td>5.00(NA)</td>
<td>5.44(1.01)</td>
<td>3.40(1.81)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Means and Standard Deviations of Interest and Intellectual Curiosity Ratings for Articles by Primary Motivation for Selection

As shown in Table 2, self-reported interest was high (over 5 on the 7-point Likert scale). Since only one article was coded as Habit (n=1) we did not analyze this motivation further. In the other categories, we observe that interest was highest for articles motivated by surveillance, followed by personal identity, social utility, and entertainment. However, all of these ratings were very close in range. Intellectual curiosity, which measures participants’ desire to learn more about a topic, had lower ratings overall, with the lowest ratings for articles selected for entertainment and the highest for personal identity.

Due to the overlap in the coding (i.e., some articles were coded with more than one motivation), direct comparisons between the interest and intellectual curiosity ratings across the motivations cannot be made. Instead, we compared interest and intellectual curiosity ratings for articles where a motivation is present to those where it is not.

Articles that were ascribed surveillance, social utility, entertainment, and personal identity motivations were compared to articles that were not assigned these motivations in terms of interest (Table 3) and intellectual curiosity (Table 4). There were no significant differences across the four motivational categories for interest. However, interest ratings were higher for article selections based on surveillance or personal identity motivations, and lower when the motivation was social utility or entertainment.
Table 3: Mann-Whitney U-test for Motivations and Interest

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Motivation</th>
<th>M(SD)</th>
<th>Non-Motivation</th>
<th>M(SD)</th>
<th>U</th>
<th>p value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Surveillance</td>
<td>5.73(0.96)</td>
<td>Non-Surveillance</td>
<td>5.31(1.13)</td>
<td>734</td>
<td>.085</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Utility</td>
<td>5.42(1.16)</td>
<td>Non-Social Utility</td>
<td>5.76(0.85)</td>
<td>796.5</td>
<td>.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entertainment</td>
<td>5.2(1.3)</td>
<td>Non-Entertainment</td>
<td>5.59(1.03)</td>
<td>163.5</td>
<td>.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal Identity</td>
<td>5.66(0.86)</td>
<td>Non-Personal Identity</td>
<td>5.55(1.07)</td>
<td>338</td>
<td>.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

With regard to intellectual curiosity, there were no significant differences for personal identity or social utility. However, articles motivated by surveillance (M=5.42, SD=1.44) were rated higher for intellectual curiosity than non-surveillance articles (M=4.38, SD=1.45), U=507, p=.001. Further, there was a significant difference between entertainment and non-entertainment motivated items, U=88.5, p=.036, where non-entertainment articles (M=5.1, SD=1.46) were more intellectually stimulating than entertainment articles (M=3.4, SD=1.81).

Table 4: Mann-Whitney U-Test for Motivations and Intellectual Curiosity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Motivation</th>
<th>M(SD)</th>
<th>Non-Motivation</th>
<th>M(SD)</th>
<th>U</th>
<th>p value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Surveillance</td>
<td>5.42(1.44)</td>
<td>Non-Surveillance</td>
<td>4.38(1.45)</td>
<td>507</td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Utility</td>
<td>4.75(1.55)</td>
<td>Non-Social Utility</td>
<td>5.33(1.45)</td>
<td>657.5</td>
<td>.056</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entertainment</td>
<td>3.4(1.81)</td>
<td>Non-Entertainment</td>
<td>5.10(1.46)</td>
<td>88.5</td>
<td>.036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal Identity</td>
<td>5.44(1.01)</td>
<td>Non-Personal Identity</td>
<td>4.94(1.57)</td>
<td>282.5</td>
<td>.41</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Discussion

In this study, we examined participants’ motivations for selecting news items in a socially situated task using a framework based on Uses and Gratifications Theory. We classified participants’ rationales for item selection using five main motivations derived from previous research: habit, entertainment, personal identity, surveillance, and social utility (LaRose & Eastin, 2006; Ruggiero, 2000). While these main motivations were useful for structuring our data, we found it necessary to examine sub-motivations in order to appreciate the complexity of participants’ rationales for news selections.

Surveillance and social utility accounted for the majority of motivations articulated by participants. Given the social task scenario and the choice of an online news system as a study environment, these outcomes are not unexpected. However, the internalization of the social scenario on the part of the participants and their strategies for article selection are of great interest. Many people engage in a personal epistemic process, focusing on their own interests and seeking to learn and keep up to date (Marshall, 2007), with the intention of bringing this personal knowledge to bear in the social sphere. Others are more externally focused and utilitarian, seeking information that can be used to facilitate a positive social interaction, even if it is not of particular personal interest. The relative infrequency of entertainment motivations supports the findings of Lee and Ma (2011) that informativeness is a better predictor of intention to share news content than entertainment value. The few personal identity motivations provide a bridge to a related body of research and theory on selective exposure to information (Seas & Freedman, 1965; Hart, et al.; 2009). Although these results suggest that compatibility bias plays a relatively minor role in news selection for sharing, there is some evidence that
selective exposure may be less pronounced in laboratory studies than in naturalistic settings (Sears & Freedman, 1965).

Surveillance and social utility motivations were both analyzed in greater detail to reveal a number of sub-motivations. Surveillance was driven by personal interest and relevance, general curiosity, and the desire to learn about the world/society/immediate context or inform decision-making and opinions. As a motivation, surveillance aligns well with existing conceptual models of information behaviour that position humans as natural information seekers, such as Sense-making (Dervin, 1999) and Information Foraging (Pirolli, 2007). Social utility, however, brings a novel perspective to our understanding of information seeking behaviour. One of the more prominent sub-motivations that emerged for social utility is a desire to establish common ground, which is a central concept in psycholinguistic approaches to communication (Sperber & Wilson, 1995; Clark, 1996). Participants revealed their strategies for using information to forge connections with others, to start conversations and to set the tone for a positive social experience. Their selections were based on a form of situational relevance, in which they chose news items appropriate for the task at hand. Participants considered the seriousness of the topic and its appropriateness to a party setting, with some preferring “light” or “entertaining” topics while others chose more substantive and serious items that would help them engage in debate and discussion with other partygoers. In addition, participants chose articles that reflected a range of topics (for example, a news report, a sports story, and a technology piece) or geographic groupings (for instance, all local items, or ones that reflected local, national and international events). Though not all participants articulated an overall strategy in making their selections, those who did provided some interesting insights into how being informed about society (Marshall, 2007) is operationalized for social purposes.

Furthermore, the manner in which participants expressed their motivations resonates with the findings of Hsu and Lin (2008) that knowledge sharing stems from a combination of altruism and self-gratification. While some participants were motivated by the altruistic desire to inform others about important events and social issues that everyone “should” care about, others were more concerned with performing successfully in the social sphere: being amiable and making other people comfortable or being able to direct the conversation to topics of interest to themselves. Both altruism and self-gratification relate to how one sees one’s role in a social situation (informer, pleaser, entertainer), which may vary across individuals or situations. Furthermore, they each represent a level of awareness of other people and information that may be needed or appropriate in a given situation. Status seeking and playing a social role have been considered part of social utility (Chua et al., 2012) in media consumption, but we may want to explore how they intersect with other motivations, most notably surveillance, to guide information activities such as content selection and system preference.

While previous studies have suggested that social utility may be influenced by the desire to establish common ground, empathize, self-promote, etc., we found evidence that the social features of the news system influenced participants’ news selection, which was not accounted for in UGT. Comments suggested that some participants’ perceptions of the importance or newsworthiness of a news item was based on, for example, how long it had been in the news, its prominence on the news website, or its popularity based on recommendations. Social influence of this kind has been explored with respect to recommender systems. Knobloch-Westerwick et al. (2005), for instance, examined the effect of explicit (ratings) and implicit (times viewed) recommendations on people’s browsing behaviours in an online news magazine. While the type of recommendation (implicit or explicit) did not influence reading time, article ratings did affect the number of articles that were selected. Knobloch-Westerwick et al. (2005) highlight the behavioural connection between news features and content, while our work provides some
insight into our participants’ level of awareness of social influence and suggests that further UGT research should explore this more deeply.

In summary, we found UGT to be a useful framework for exploring online news consumption for socially situated browsing tasks. However, the main motivations did not offer sufficient depth to truly appreciate why people in our study made the choices they did. It was necessary, particularly for surveillance and social utility motivations, to dig deeper. While we addressed this issue by looking at the sub-motivations of the main motivations, another path could be to combine UGT with other relevant theories and models. For example, LaRose and Eastin (2004) paired UGT with Albert Bandura’s Social Cognitive Theory (SCT) to extend UGT and understand the relationship between Web self-efficacy and self-regulation, news media habits, and expected outcomes. They concluded that SCT variables enhanced the explanatory power of gratifications. Research on Selective Exposure to information might be combined with UGT in a similar way, with the expectation that it could reveal more about the interaction between personal and social motivations and provide deeper insights into the underlying psychological drivers of news selection and avoidance. This research can extend existing models of information behaviour, which have tended to view motivation somewhat dichotomously (intrinsic versus extrinsic) and with an overemphasis on the epistemic dimension.

The current study also examined participants’ ratings of the content they chose with respect to interest and intellectual curiosity. It is interesting to note that articles selected on the basis of surveillance motivations were rated higher, on average, for interest and intellectual curiosity (though this was statistically significant only for intellectual curiosity) than articles selected for social utility purposes. Since there was some overlap in social utility and surveillance motivations amongst the articles, we must be cautious about drawing conclusions. However, on a basic level, it seems that when we select items for ourselves, we find them more interesting and intellectually stimulating than those we select with the needs of others in mind. This finding has implications for the above discussion concerning the impact of social influence in media selection and usage, and the amount of cognitive and affective investment news readers may be willing to make in stories depending on whether they are internally or externally motivated.

Likelihood to share the articles was rated highly (>5 on a 7-point scale). Given that the point of the task was to find items to share, this is not surprising. For our purposes, the likelihood to share rating confirmed for us that, on average, participants took the task seriously. However, qualitatively, many participants gave an “it depends” explanation with this rating, saying that they wanted to get a better sense of the other partygoers, the flow and tone of conversation, and other in situ variables before making a decision about whether to share the news item. This has implications for studies that use “intention to share” as means of gauging sharing behaviours, as social context may have a significant influence on actual sharing. Future research might include various scenarios to explore how different social and technological contexts influence sharing information, or, extending this idea, how it affects further information seeking. Regardless, information sharing and reception is inextricably linked to the desire to connect with other people and fostered by the ability to build social ties. Variables such as “socio-cultural influences” cannot remain on the periphery of information science models, and there is much to learn from other fields such as social psychology, sociology, and communication.

Limitations
With respect to the task scenario, creating an explicit social purpose for the information seeking activity put information sharing at the forefront of participants’ minds, while also establishing a consistent, albeit narrow, motivational framework. In a more naturalistic setting, we may have observed different selection strategies, including more reliance on routine patterns of news browsing, and greater
articulations of personal values and beliefs in people’s rationales for reading news content. In addition, we restricted the study to a single website containing news content written by professional journalists. If people had been able to choose their news source, we may have seen a wider range of content selected with more entertainment motivations; furthermore, the freedom to choose online news resources may have enabled us to observe how people typically approach online news browsing. The artificial setting of the laboratory is further limiting because news consumption is not always the result of active seeking, but often occurs as a result of encountering content incidentally (Yadamsuren & Erdelez, 2010). Yet, a naturalistic or open-ended task scenario would not have allowed us to explore the implications of a social situation on news browsing and selection in a systematic way. Many studies have used surveys (LaRose & Eastin, 2004; Lee & Ma, 2011, 2012; Leino et al., 2011; Pew Internet Research, 2011) to ask people about their typical media use or news sharing behaviours. The current study involved active browsing and reading, along with a retrospective interview to discuss behaviours and choices and to rate content.

Furthermore, we employed a retrospective interview to garner participants’ rationales for selecting news articles. This relies on participants’ memories and interpretations of events, which may be different from their thoughts during the browsing session (Kelly, 2009). UGT has been criticized because it assumes that news consumers are able to consciously recognize and articulate their motivations (Chua et al., 2012; Rubin, 1986; Ruggiero, 2000). These are valid concerns, although participants in this study provided highly articulate and thoughtful responses immediately following their browsing sessions. Such limitations may be less problematic in this study than in research focused on autonomous media use, which may be more heavily influenced by habit and social norms. For instance, people may be more apt to “sugarcoat” their motivations for watching reality television programs.

Finally, our sample consisted of 30 individuals recruited on a university campus. Two-thirds were students and though there was a range of ages (21-55+), the majority (n=21) were under 35 years of age. They were an educated sample and interacted with news on a regular basis online, or in print and online. Given the demographic characteristics of participants, we must be careful not to generalize our findings to all news readers. However, the nuanced and complex motivations expressed by this small group of news seekers encourage us to explore the social aspects of online news interactions in larger, more heterogeneous populations.

CONCLUSION

There are few studies in information science that employ UGT, though recent research in social media and information sharing and retrieval is beginning to incorporate more human-computer interaction, sociological, and communications-based frameworks. In information behaviour, we have been primarily concerned with surveillance – that is, the need to search for, browse and encounter information to fulfill personal and particular information needs. The efficiency, effectiveness, quality, etc. of the search process and its outcome have been the central focus of much research. However, the increasingly ubiquitous and mobile nature of technology, and the melding of social tasks and search tasks prompted by these technologies, suggest that we must focus more on the social aspects of information interactions. Our utilization of UGT to examine people’s motivations for selecting news content when placed in an explicitly social situation provided the following insights and prompts for further research:

• News sharing in social situations is operationalized differently on an individual level and prompts a wide array of information selection strategies and tactics.

• Surveillance and social utility motivations predominated participants’ selections; entertainment motivations played a minor role in this context and for this task scenario.
• Strategies for news selection were multifaceted: some participants chose items of high personal interest, while others chose news that was not aligned with their own interests, but what they perceived to have widespread appeal in a social setting.

• Surveillance motivations were associated with increased interest and intellectual curiosity, while social utility motivations were not. In other words, we rate content differently when we are searching for information for ourselves versus for others.

• The news website conveyed cues to readers about the importance of news items, such as length of time in the news or recommendations from other readers, and these features may have influenced selections, particularly since the intended utilization of the news was social.

• Social context may influence information sharing, but also future information seeking. Socio-cultural influences should be explored more broadly in information behaviour research.

In conclusion, media studies have considered social and other non-utilitarian needs, such as entertainment, to a greater extent and offer insights into human behaviour that can be applied to information research.
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